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SERVICE AG&NCIES IN HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Agencies referred to in this paper include those tra-

ditional groups whose purpose is to improve the quality of

life in our society. Health, education, welfare, govern-

ment, old and new special purpose agencies are.included in

this general definition.

Human resource development refers to the education, physi-

cal and environmental change needs for members of our society.

Several of the observations are intentionally made in pro-

vocative tones to motivate the discussion which is programmed

later in this session.

In this age of emphasis on efficiency, it is appropriate that

those of us related to service agencies thould make a careful,

critical self-analysis of our work. Toward that end, the fol-

lowing is presented.

Developed human resources constitute a measurable value in

our industrial society and serve as a base for our economic

growth. Underdeveloped and unapplied human resources create

a basis for problems which multiply unrest and serve as detri-

ments to growth of a democratic society.

Wt have the agency framework dhrough which to develop Our

human resources but agency productivity has done only part

of the job. If given an efficiency rating, considering our

underdeveloped human resources, some of our wt11-financed

agency structures would seem inefficient and ineffective.
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If viewed from a measure of the economic attainment or

national productivity our agencies would seem to have

been highly creative indeed.

As agency representatives we should examine several

guidelines and principles used.by those in the economic

sector so that we may orient our discussion in terms of

the other presenters for this forum.

Whether we are inclined toward standards set by special

interest groups or not, let us consider selected elements

from what the American Economic Foundation has called

"pillars of economic wisdom."

Several of the pillars are as follows:

(1) "Nothing in our material world can come from nowhere

and go nowhere, nor can it be free, everything in our eco-

nomic life has a source, a destination and a cost to be

paid."

Critics of agencies have said that agencies request and

spend money as if there were no end to its source. Re-

lated to the service rendered by agencies there must ulti-

mately be a human productive return. When economic re-

sources are used to maintain agencies and agencies use those

resources to develop people without multiplying the pro-

ductive output the economic return to the society is

stopped. This may apply to individuals within the.society

or to groups. Agencies then must ndVissarily have an

understanding of the relationship between their service and
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productivity of the total economy."

(2) "Government is never a source of goods. Everything

is produced by the people, and.everything that government

gives to the people, it must first take from the people."

(3) "In a modern exchange economy, all payroll and em-

ployment come from customers, and the only worthwhile job

security is customer security: if there are no customers

there can be no payroll and no jobs."

(4) "The greatest good for the greatest number means,

in its material sense, the greatest goods for the peatest

number which, in turn, means the greatest productivity per

worker."

(5) "All productivity is based on three factors:

. (1) Natural resources (including people) whose form,

place and condition are changed by the expendi-

ture of
(2) Human energy (both muscular and mental) with

'the aid of

(3) tools."

(6) Tools are the only one of three factors that man can

increase without limit, the tools come into being in a free

society only when there is a reward for the temporary self-

denial that people must practice in ordta to channel part

of their earnings away from purchases that produce immedi-

ate Comfort and pleasure, and into new tools of production."

(In the broad sense, agency research findings and ideas

are tools of the agency professional.)
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(7) The productivity of the tools -- that is, the ef-

. ficiency of the human energy.applied in connection with

their use -- has always been highest in a competitive

society in which the emnomic decisins are made by mil-

lions of progress-seeking individuals, nether than in a

state-planned society in which those decisions are made

by a handful of all-pawerful people, regardless of how

well-meaning, unselfish, sincere and intelligent those

people may be."

The latter point relates to the strong centralization and

autonomy of each agency as it expands and grows. All of our

agencies have experienced this growth problem.

But, in North Carolina terms, what are we talking about

when we speak of agency sizes? How much do we really in-

vest?

Just what are we talking about when we speak of North

larolina expenditures in the broad field of humn resources

development? 14 have budgeted for our five million North

Carolinians $1,526,850,000.00 for the 1967-69 budget years

from general fund appropriations.

In 1967-68 alone we are spending:

(a) almost $30,000,000 for general government.

(b) a little less than $5,000,000 for public safety and

regulation.

(c) over $21,000,000 for correction, including state but

not local budgets for correction. Approximately $14,000,000



or 2/3 is for adults and 1/3 for youth.

(d). about $22,300,000 for public welfare.

(3) over $440,000,000 for eduCation.

(0 over 601 million for health and hospitals.

(g) seven million for natural resources and recreation.

(h) twelve and one-half million for agriculture related

services.

(i) almost 63 million for retirement and pensions.

(j) 171 milliQn on money we've borrowed (debt service).

(k) in addition, 112 million on capital improvements.

And this does not include all of our local and federal

budgets.

This is an impressive budget by anybody's standard and

I contend that agencies' expanded fiscal request each time

the question of human problems is presented is not an

appropriate answer to human resource development. Agencies

are being.served very well thnough budgets of government

from the state, local and federal levels. I do not be-

lieve the answer to additional agency support for improved

development of our human resources lies alone in the pat an-

swer, "Give us more money." While additional requests for

funds are expected, as there are more people to be.served,

I would argue that agencies mast find ways to be more efficient

in the utilization, development and application of the bud-

gets now provided.

Before we move more deeply into specific factors relating

WO"
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to agencies, let us examine a few principles of human

resource development which we may use as a standard for

agencies' working with the human component of our society.

In making an analysis of the requirement for manpower

needs the purposes for hpan resources development must be

clearly understood. Certain guiding principles in establish-

ing human resource targets become.relevant. Consider these

principles.1

!

Principle I -- Manpower goals must be specified.

With the speed of our economic development and the ac4

celeration for new skills, static program assumptions for

education become quickly anachronistic.

Principle II -- In order to establish manpower goals,

major reliance should be placed on making reasonable com-

parisons within the economy and with other countries.

To say that we are in the space age race today due to

what Russi.a was and is doing is not an unfair siatement of

fact. The national political goals of this country and

principal competitive nations, meaning those like Russia,

China, Japan, Switzerland, India and even North Vietnam,

influence the establishment of our goals for human resource

development. Top agency leaders must keep these relation-

ships, together with the shifts of emphasis, constantly be-

fore.them.

This has been recognized by officials withiat our
.

government. While the planning concept of goal-setting

has not always involved open consideM.tion for what opponent

-

ill/I

II
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nations have planned to o, it has actively influenced

those actions of nations with whom we have a friendly

type relationship.

For example, on November 17, 1961, the United States

joined with nineteen other member nations in an organi-

zation called Organization for Economic Cooperation and,

Development (C_:CD) to set a mutual target for economic

growth. The target of that group was a pledge that these

20 nations would strive to attain a 50% increase in their

combined national output between 1960 and 1970. This means

an average annual grawth rate of 4.1%. As good as we have

been, the United States entered this decade with a growth

rate of 3.5% (compared with the unprecedented growth rate

.
of 10% per year enjoyed by Japan for the last 15 years).

In ordet to achieve the OECD goal we must exceed an aveiiage

growth rate of 4.5% annually in vhe second half of this decade.

The capability is within the country's capacity-"according

to economists.
2 Agency productivity, through education and

other services, is directly related to the annual total

output of goods and services. Some estimates are that edu-

cation was responsible for between one-fourth and one-half

of the U. S. national output between 1929 and 1956 that could

not be attributed to the increased utilization of capital

and labor.3
wa.p%

Principle III -- For the future, in estimating human re-

source requirements, the human resource planner should con-

centrate on setting targets rather than making forecasts.
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The purpose of target setting is not to predict what may

take place; it is to influence the future course of de-

velopment. Target indicates a direction for action.

In setting Lhese targets, the demand created by the

improved human resources is an escalating factor which

suggests a need for periodic reassessment of the target

and corresponding adjustments of the original goal.

Principle IV -- Human Resource development requirements

must be comprehensive.

The economy and society for which andinto which the

product of human resources development feeds is a con-

tinuous, extending entity. The needs of society are in

part governed by the creativity andi.progress of that society.

Comprehensive, periodic reassessment is a requisite for

developing new plans and directions for new human resources.

The agency is the structure through which accomplish-

ment is made or retarded.

I would add a fifth principle which seems relevant to

010

functional attainment. Principle V would state that

agency understanding of the needs of society and concomitant

desire to adjust its format to help achieve those goals,

governs the extent to which human resources will be dèveloped: .

Let us turn to review some of the agency criticims which

may relate to or stand in the way of human resource develop-

ment. In no order of priority a few of these criticisms

follow:

(1) Agencies are too static in program -- inflexible.

We&



(2) Agencies are interested in research and past history

instead of innovative planning.

(3) AGencies are self-serving.-- office oriented instead

of being client oriented.

(4) Agency professionals are desk-bound, lazy, and do

not meet the clients in the neighborhoods where the problems

are.

(5) Agencies are too autonomous and do not maintain a

cooperatI've, coordinating, interacting disposition in

working together with related agencies.

(6) Agencies do not know how to efficiently employ new

money in large quantities when they get it -- there are

too few innovative ideas by agency professionals.

(7) Agency personnel spend half their time in meetings,

the other half in offices and have no time left for clients

(8) Agencies ore expected to help solve social problems

when this,is not a function of agencies.

(9) Agrencies always lag behind the needs of society.

(10) Nobody assumes the active administrative role in co-

ordinating the work of agencies on a state or regional

or county level -- the Governor is too busy about things

political which give emphasis on government getting instead,

of.givipg.

-One of the major agency weaknesses which I see is the

process through which the professional is certified in the

first place. That certification relates to academic attain-

WO

ment before reaching an arbitrarily set professional level.

4
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After the professional passes through the magic, mystic

phase of certification oi licensing -- there is no systemic

way in which his relationship to the client is assessed,

except, through the subjective opinions of kindly disposed

fellow professionals toward whom he may have the opportunity

to be similarly kindly disposed. In other words some agency

professionals do not continue to develop in their usefulness

to the society which employs them beyond the entry level

or the early experience level of the agency to which they

are attached. Agency heads have not encouraged this continued

growth by example. Whether this is due to he web of.agency

structure, the complexity of understanding changes in human

needs as these'relate to the agency service, it is diffi-

cult to say.

A case in point is the static curriculum of the public

schools which has remained essentially the same in many

schools for generations. The continued, arbitrary division

of the program, format of the child into "academic" versus

"vocational" areas is without teacher understanding of

how these two areas complement one another.

The agency service is frequently projected in an unchang-

ing direction while the needs of society move to the iight

or the left of that direction.

People change. They not only grow as they interact with

one another; they also move their places.of residence with

some frequency. This presents another planning dimension

for agencies.
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No longer can we rely on a public which will stay put or

confined to.a restricted-geographic area. Agency planning

must take into account mobility characteristics of ihe

family. This mobility factor seems to be on the increase.

Dr. Selz Mayo, in a recent issue of The arolina Farmer,

stated that in 1965 approximately 20% of the national popu-

lation were movers and that one NOrth Carolina citizen in

every five will live in a different house in December:from

the ore he occupied in January. In North Carolina 13.4%

moved within the same county and 3.5% changed residence

within the date.
4

What implication does a migratory population-have for

agencies whose 61ans presume a stable population? It

means that population shifts within the geographic area served

by the agency will produce shifts in population character-

istics so that services planned and budgeted at the begin-
./

ning of a.biennium may conceivably change as much as 40%

before the end of that budget period. This situation de-

mands an understanding of this problem so that flexibility

is built into agenyy plans

As agencies grow big and look to their internal operations

it is easy to lose sght of their functional relationihip

to other agencies and to the group the agency was intended

to serve. Management of agencies is a function of strong
I.

state government empowered with the authotity and charged

with the res-ansibility to insist on that coordinating

role. *Unfortunately, the people of North Carolina did not
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give its governor that kind of authority.

Funds to support agency programs come from Raleigh and

Washington. Some go directly to communities, some agencies

are financed almost 100% by federal sources. Agencies re-

late directly to the source front which their funds come.

The roLe of our governor and that Of other heads of states

isyeakened by this system which gives central authority to

no one position at the state level. Governor Sanford put

it very well in his recent book when he stated, "The dif-

fusion of the governor's authority hinders and stymies the

states. ft5 Suffice it to say that with the continuous, ex-
.

panding demands for more agency services, for more agencies

all of which means more money, we do need a strong central,

state level authaity which would serve as coordinator of

agency services. We do not now have that authority vested

in our state executive officer.

Agency professionals, inauding those in all agencies,

cannot longer deceive the non-agency public by saying what

they would or could do if they had more money. As I see it,

the budget resources were never more adequate nor the com-

parative lag by agencies more pronounced. Perhaps this is'

the way it is, always has been and always will be.- I'do

not believe that more money is the answer. Until agencies

direct their professionals to work on the achievement of

specific goals related to the need of people and society,

to be achieved within a set period of time with an expected
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efficiency level, all the additional money requested will

not do the job. It is not altogether the absence of money

but the lack of application
of.professional staff talents

which is detrimental to the attainment of developed human

resources. As implied above, some of the problem lies

outside the agency, but much lies within.

The creation of 0E0 can be considered an indictment by

Copgress of traditional agencies for not serving the needs

of agency clients. On the other hand, the refusal of

Congress to invest the 0E0 billions through traditional

alb

agencies may be considered an indictment of _Congress for

not. having faith in previously unfunded proposals of agen.7

cies. In any event, Congress was disposed in 1964 not to

increaie its financial flow through traditional pipelines

by the extra amount channeled through 0E0. Whether 0E0

survives or fails, agencies must consider that Congress

chose a new competitive vehicle. The lack of faith in'

existing agencies is clear.

We may reasonably speculate whether more efficient appli-

cation of these funds through traditional agencies might

hroe occurred. That speculation does not result in any as-

surance that additional funds to traditional agencies would

have been employed more efficiently or effectively in the

solution for problems of people.

The funding approach by Congress.to new community organi-

zations served as a bypass of and a threat to agencies in

the same way state government has been bypassed. It causee
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agency anger, dismay, resentment and competition. It also

created a movement to get some agencies client oriented

to a degree which may not have occurred without this new

competitive threat.

This leads us to say that there may be a value worth

examining in a competitive overlap of agencies. Two

examples in the Employment Security Commission include a

series of field mobile units and the new Youth Opportunity

Centers.

Another type competition is seen by agency personnel in .

the creation of new supportive, but competitive, subpro-

fessional positions. Paper pushing activities which have

grown to be part of the professional's duty but which bear

no relationship to professional training nor job description

are being assumed by subprofessionals in many agencies.

Some of the non-professional dueies formerly executed as

part of the professional's job are now being more efficient-

ly, less expensively, performed by the subprofessional.

A concentrated threat occurs when the new agency subpro-

fessional is a recent client of that agency. The competitive

overlap concept is extended to the individual job position

of the agency professional. Some agency personnel.ha.ve

adjusted quickly and somelave yet to learn techniques of

takitg advantage of the new services made available. Desk-

bound-itis prevents too many professionals from getting

out into the sunshine, streets, htghways, hills, alleys,

fields *and slums where the clients are. One:well-known
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North Carolina author exaggerates a little when he says it

will take helicopters to get some college professors off

the campus and exposed to the real world. Subprofessionals

who exhibit the effectiveness of outreach to communicate

with the client in his environs may cause professionals to

refiefine their roles. It may result in professionals giv-

ing themselves more freedom and lattitude in the performance

of their job and function.

A study of the agency structure by those professionals

in it together with other professionals from related

agencies may result in cutting, changing, combining, and

reorganization. These approaches are possible and necessary.

Problems of people in our growing, expanding society

cannot or will not be solved entirely through new agencies.

We see no reasonable prospect that new agencies would do

better than old agencies as soon as the novelty period is

over. Problems may be solved if agencies are willing to

retool, work together and spend time at frequent intervals

in close analysis of the client group and agency service

to that group. Yesterday's patterns will not fit today's

problems nor prepare for tdmorrowts needs. The competitive

overlap of agency functions may be a concept which we, should

examine to determine if similar productive efficiences

might result as has happened in American Industry. Agency

disposition and attitude would assume new meaning if the

clients of agencies were sought with a zeal similar to that

employed by industry in seeking to serve its customers.
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Allow me to cite two examples of what I refer to as cre-

atiVe overlap, one financed and promoted by the U. S. De-
.

I

partment of Labor and the othet an idea which I shall con-

tribute.

Earlier this year as one of nine consultants employed by

ill private consultant firm under contract to the U. S. De-

partment of Labor, I had the opportunity to help evaluate

on a nationwide basis a relationship between two agencies

and a competitiqe component within one agency.

Our charge was to evaluate the Selective Service Re-.

habilitant Program as it operated in a sample of areas

spread across the country.6 We were to start with the

draft inductee centers, the point of inductee rejection,

and follow him through the related routine of a special

effort by the Enloyment Service Commission to direct this

draft rejectee toward retraining, employment or on-the-

./

j0 training.

In this study we had an opportunity to see how the De-

partment of Labor had formed an internal, creatively com-

petitive structure to which interest in rejectee-training

was related.

The new structure was the Youth Opportunity Center,.a

part of Employment Service operating under the state offices

in bacal communities but also apart from the local ES units.

All communities with ES service do.nti.have YOCs since it

is limited to a restricted number of stations in each state.
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There is a competitive state YOC unit which also serves

the city or area in which it.is located.

As we moved across the countiy we were witness to an in-

ternal agency change created by this new component. The

traditional orientation to the employer was being countered

by the YOC orientation to the employee. The effectiveness
Oliver

of the YOC was causing the local ES offices to do a kind

of outreach they had never done before. Some of the older

agency professionals swore because of the internal com-

petition but both groups were functioning in the same com-

munities with relatively little duplication of services.

There was, however, a competitive, creative overlap.

The Employment Service itself is an example of difficulties

in agency coordination. Financed 100% -..157 the Department of

Labor, it relates to, but does not operate throu.14 the state

government structure. This has created difficulties in

states where an increased emphasis has been placed on em-

ployment and skill training.

In North Carolina the two year community college concept

grew because the four-year colleges and the University on

the one end and the secondary school system on the other

were not meeting the needs.for the education of our people.

There was a large input by the state with relativdy little

output or effective results for many of the state's citizens.

There is now the structure through which a kind of competition

can begin in service to dropouts or unsuccessful secondary

Nap

AID
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school students, a kind of creative overlap, if you please.

I'would be bold enough to suggest that when the secondary

school or the basic education iystem fails.to provide

youth with essential training for academic or vocational

success, we face one ortwo opaons. First we let those

secondary school failures and dropouts alone as we have

done for too long, or second, we attempt to offer training

through a different structure at the adult level. (How ever

you want to view it, when an unsuccessful student% drops

out of school, in my opinion, he is a failure and an adult.

If then, we take the constructive approach, the seconciary

school failure, whether at age 14, 15, 16 or 17, becomes

a char-ge of and candidate for adult education. I say, put

him there.

Perhaps in this concept of creative overlap, a new adult

education entry level should be established and unsuccess-

ful public school youth encouraged to leave secondary school

to enter early adult education. Perhaps the entering age

for adult education should start at between 14 and 17 years

for any youth who is not being successfully instructed in

the public school program. If this were done and the commit-

ted financial support should follow the student, an eatlier

beginning could be achieved by the adult education systems:

with youth whose anti-education dispositions were not quite

so rigidly set as they are when exposed to continued failwe

during the last one to four years in the public secondary
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school institutions.

is if to emphasize the theme for this.annual meeting of

adult educators, James G. Maddox, an economist of N. C.

State University completed and published in the last 60

:

days a volume entitled The Advancing South.
4+ In it there

is an impressive body of data which indicates cause for

the economic underdevelopment of the region and North Caro-

lina is part of that region. Maddox makes comparison of

the southern region with the underdeveloped countries.

As adult educators you may be aware of the three growth-

regenerating criteria he uses:

1. Increases in the supply of natural resources, labor

and capital.

2. Changes in the organizational structure of the economy

that increase productivity through greater specialization

in the utilization of the available supplies of the factors

of production.

3. Improvements in technology -- the creation, adapation

and introduction of new knowledge that enhances the managerial,

engineering and technical efficiency of production.

Dr. Maddox is explicit to say that the major explanations

of the South's low incomes and general economic backward-

ness are essentially the same for those applicable to many

underdeveloped national economies. He goes on to say that

the South is the most underdeveloped-region of the country

because its social and. economic structures have led to
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shortages of well educated and skilled manpower, to in-

adequate supplies of high-quality capital, to lack of

up-'to-date techniques of prodaction and to the paucity

of innovating entrepreneurs.

While the agencies referred to in this paper include all

the traJitional and special service agencies, these and

other indicators point to the low productivity of our edu-

cational system. As a state with a proud image, North

Carolina has had some shameful statistics in its educational

realm. Agencies cannot be expected to assume all the

blame for not being able to reverse the tradition of a people

but agencies must assume a major share of responsibility

for those uneducated, underdeveloped citizens of our adult

society.

The Southern Economic System and its route from ruin

following the Civil Wa.1 describes the North Carolina economic

route. From the plantation system and King Cotton the low

paying jobs for the,low skill demanded in textile employ-

ment evolved to influence our economy today. The economic

lag of our system has a relationship to the a..lchaic tra-

dition of white supremacy, to backwardness in education

traceable to a century and a quarter ago, and to the result-

ing stunted technology for a state which has yet to reach

its shining hour. Agenciesmist understand these backgrounds,

gle.

current conditions and their roles in the solutions.

The comminity college seems a hope for a solution if other

agencies and industry will plaa cooperatively with this system --



supporting the concept of filling the role for which this

institutional segment was intended. Neither can agencies

which are of the "non-educative" type be exempt from the

need to plan, program and execute a continuous in-service

eddcational component. Industry must add to its concern

a new inspection of the role it may be able to play extend-

ing, where practical, its educational program to pre-vo-

cational or pre-skill training.

The concept that citizens of worth and value are those

who can produce and sustain themselves on an independent

basis must be considered part of the inculcation through

training. The fair wage for the fair share of the product

produced or the service performed must work both ways with-

out the employee looking for a reward inconsistent with his

productivity and without the employer becoming wealthy at

the expense of the employee.

Agencies must show responsible concern for a dhange of

state patterns which contribute to this situation. At the

present time North Carolina youth stay in school too few

years, as their parents did. And the educative process is

inadequate in its efficiency for.many who remain enrolled

through gradiation.

"As Dr. Edgar Boone pointed out in a recent paper he de-

livered, knowledge becomes obsolete, adjustments laust be

made to a new mode of living based on new knowledge, tensions

arise from cultural lag for individuals or groups and

anxieties and insecurities of a society and culture increase

WO"
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daring periods of transition.
8

Outmigration of many who are well trained without a coe'l

responding volume of inmiaranti causes us to have a sustained

brain drain.

Industry is the major solution sought by every community

small and large in our state today. People they have who

need the jobs iniustry can provide., but the people ara not

adequately prepared to compl4ment the needs of industry.

With each passing month, there are fewer unskilled jobs

with correspondingly more people searching for these jobs.

The challenge foe agency roles in human resource da/alopment

is to reverse the trend of the past, to be rid of the seeds

of trouble -- the uneducated. Agencies must plan a more

involved approach and satisfy the people needs for the popu-

lation sector which agencies have failed to do in the past.

In summary let me review a few of the general points which

have been glade:

(1) Service agenzies must undenitand the principles of the

WOW

society they serve from the point of the economic goals of

that society they serve, from the poimt of the total economic

goals of chat society and the related contribution which

the agency can make to attainment of those goals.

(2) Service agencies are not carefully planning and coor-

dirating their progeams ani aervices. Principles of human

resource development must be carefully considered in these
41.

plans.

(3) New aaencies will come along from cime to time and may
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serve as a threat or stimulant to existing agencies but

no new stracture can be cyeated to at once abolish the old

andeinstall the neva. The problems arta too complex and

those involved aen too many.

(4) Strong state level coordination by and among agencies

is a necesn-c_ty. State government must be strengthened an4

empowerei to serve this coordinating role. Agency pro-

fessionals havn a responsibility to encourage this ste-angthen-

ing of state government.

(5) Some agency duplication is wasteEal but there is a role

and place for colupetitive, creative overlap among agencies

and within agencies.

(6). Oar future as a natinl depands on the efficiency with

which our ag:mci.as ays:too huxam resoarces. The agencies

themselvas hold the keys to success or apathy.
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